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1999 MUSIC AWARDS

     Another year has passed, and once again I would like to give out my awards for the best albums of the year.  These awards are given based on the following criteria:  1) How frequently I listened to the album in a period of time, 2) How long a time period I listened to it, and 3) How much it struck the chords of my musical heart.  
     Something new for this year, I have identified Christian albums under 3 categories.  One category I've entitled "Thematic."  This is what would be a traditional-type Christian album, in which the songs' lyrics revolve around themes of Christianity--living for God, what Jesus did for us, forgiveness, keeping the faith, even some praise & worship.  The second category is "Praise & Worship."  This type of album is specifically designed to have songs made to sing directly to God.  It could be any kind of music, but the lyrics all focus on direct worship.  The third category is the "Worldview" category.  These are albums put out by Christian musicians on Christian record labels, but the songs are about topics of everyday life.  So they are not "Christian" in the sense that they revolve around themes of the Christian faith, but their view of things like love and life situations reflect a Christian worldview.  In the old days (i.e. the 1980s), bands recording such albums might have been accused of "selling out," trying to be secular, or not being spiritual enough, but these days, it's hard to find a secular album in rap or alternative that isn't loaded with profanity and lyrical themes completely in opposition to Judeo-Christian morality, so I appreciate Christian worldview albums.
     All right, explanations are done, here we go......

J LEE'S FAVORITE ALBUMS OF 1999

*1.  MORELLA'S FOREST:  ULTRAPHONIC HISS
*2.  ROYAL:  MY DEAR
*3.  VIVA VOCE:  HOORAY FOR NOW
  4.  Massivivid:  Bright Blur
  5. Chasing Furies:  With Abandon
  6. Sixpence None The Richer
  7.  Various Artists:  Moms Like Us Too
  8.  Passion '98:  Music For The 268 Generation
  9.  Transglobal Underground:  Psychic Karaoke
 10. Various Artists:  Electrapop

1999 was pretty weak.  The albums in my top ten for 1998 were all exciting and stuff I listened to over and over; this year, after the top five, the amount of listening drops considerably.  I just couldn't seem to find the right stuff in 1999.  But the top five clearly shine above all of the albums I bought.

MORELLA'S FOREST:  ULTRAPHONIC HISS (1996, Christian: Worldview)

     I went to a music festival in a tiny town near here to see Viva Voce, a group that I had fallen in love with from their appearance on the fabulous Christmas album, "Love Peace Joy" on Cadence Records.  Viva Voce was the runner-up band; Morella's Forest was the headlining band of the all-day event.  I had never heard of Morella's Forest.  Viva Voce never showed up, so Morella's Forest got my full attention.  I liked them immediately.  It's an alternative rock band from Dayton with a female singer and a dreamy, fuzzed-out guitar sound. 
     I love the music on this album and listened to it over and over in 1999.  I never was able to figure out the meaning of the lyrics, though.  The song titles are great-- "Candy Necklace Kind of Love," "Glitter," "Butter Scotch Boy," "Tangerine Drops," "Pastel Straws," "Hula Hoop," "Big Orange Bubble," etc.  These titles definitely fit with the sound of the album, but I can't find any correlation between the titles and the lyrics.
     Lyrics aside, this music awakens my inner child and is a great pleasure to listen to.  This is an album whose music really grabs my heart.
     (Note:  This album is available through Borders.com)

ROYAL:  MY DEAR (1998, Christian: Thematic)

     It's been a long time since I've heard from a Swedish Christian rock band (say, 15 years?), and the last Swedish band didn't exactly excite me.  This one is another story.  One day when I was sampling dozens of Christian albums at the local Christian bookstore, this was the only one that really jumped out at me and grabbed my musical heart.  In some ways it's kind of strange that it would because it has somewhat of a retro feel to it and no danceable beat whatsoever.  When I listen to it, I almost feel like I'm listening to it on a Sherwood stereo (with blue lighted numbers on the radio dial) with Koss headphones--very 1970s in that way.  The music goes from so quiet that you can barely hear it to so loud it blasts you away--all in one song.  The tempo frequently changes too within a song.  This manner of song reminds me of Led Zeppelin songs such as "Ten Years Gone" or "The Rain Song."  The rich chords are also something I haven't heard since those Zeppelin tunes.  Yet on the other hand, it doesn't sound like time-capsule music from the 1970s.  It sounds like a hard-edged Stereolab...of course, Stereolab too has elements that are reminiscent of the 1970s....
     This is a rock band that alternative rockers would like more than traditional rockers.  They are led by a female singer.  At times she sings very softly and beautifully; at other times loudly and jubilantly; and at other times screaming.  Such a wide range of emotions.  Maybe that's what I like about this album.  I like the lyrics that I've been able to discover, too (no lyric sheet is included, unfortunately...and one song is in Swedish).  Something fresh, something interesting, nothing formulaic about it.  Highly enjoyable.
     (Note:  This CD is available from Borders.com.  Search for it by title, not by group name.)

VIVA VOCE:  HOORAY FOR NOW  (1998, Christian: Thematic)

     On the Cadence Records Christmas album, "Love Peace Joy," my favorite songs are by Viva Voce and Erin O'Donnell.  When I bought Erin O'Donnell's albums, I was disappointed to find out they were not the same as her Christmas presentations.  Viva Voce, on the other hand, did not disappoint me:  Their regular album is every bit as good as their renditions of Christmas songs.
     The music is in the same camp as Morella's Forest and Royal--alternative music with a kind of dreamy sound, but Viva Voce is harder than Morella's Forest and has more beat and consistency than Royal.  Like the above two bands, it is also fronted by a female singer.  This is the kind of music that strikes the innermost chords of my musical heart.
      The lyrics on this album are great.  Some are direct worship to God, others reflect living the Christian faith.  The lyrics are poetic yet easily understandable, which seems to be a rare thing these days in Christian music.  A beautiful heavy album.
     (Available from BMG music club)

MASSIVIVID:  BRIGHT BLUR  (1998, Christian: Thematic)

     It is a rare album that wins a Dove Award and makes it into my favorites of the year.  This is one time I can agree with the Dove people.  It won the 1998 award in the hard music division.
     This album features a driving dance beat with beat-crunching heavy guitars--great industrial music.  Some electronic elements are present too.  The singing, which has that sung-in-a-box quality often found in this kind of music, mostly consists of two-note melodies, but it fits the music perfectly.  The emotions are powerful.  This is a great album to listen to when frustrated or angry and needing to let off steam.
     The lyrics tend to focus on the theme of emptying ourselves of Self and letting God fill us up with Him.  No lyric sheet included, but the liner notes say you can find the lyrics on their web site.  They're pretty easy to understand though, and do keep you focused on God.
     The heaviest, hardest album of mine this year.  JAM!!!!  DANCE AWAY!!!  Great stuff.
     (This album is available from BMG and Columbia House.)

CHASING FURIES:  WITH ABANDON  (1998, Christian: Thematic?)

     Take Sixpence None The Richer, cross them with The Cranberries, and add piano, and you get Chasing Furies.  Also add the sound from the 1980s pop hit, "Life In A Northern Town" at times, perhaps a bit of Moody Blues influence.  The songs exhibit sudden and dynamic changes in volume, expressing intense emotions.  It's a dark-sounding album, something for a day with dark gray clouds, wind and rain.
     I find some of the lyrics very hard to grasp.  They could have been less opaque.  The ones I can get meaning from focus on relationship with Jesus with a kind of romantic outlook.  (One song is not just "kind of"--the lyrics in the chorus say, "Romance me.")  I get the feeling that they're trying to communicate that serving Jesus is about love, not just about being right or following the truth.  I think they want to remind their audience that we need to LOVE our Lord Jesus, and from there it all comes to light.  Remember, Jesus called the church his bride.  It's an emotionally intense album.
     (Available from BMG and Columbia House.)

SIXPENCE NONE THE RICHER  (1997, Christian: Worldview)

     This album came out in 1997, and I bought it in the spring of 1998.  I bought it expecting it to be a summer album.  It wasn't.  Then I thought, maybe this would fit in autumn.  So I got it back out in October.  It still didn't catch my fancy, even though I could tell this was a work of art.  Then finally in January and February of 1999, I found myself  catching on to the album and playing it quite a bit.
     This is quite a depressing album, or at least very sober.  Though the songs often exhibit depression, it's not a feeling of hopelessness.  In fact, the final song takes a summarizing look of all that has happened (described in the previous songs) and says, "I will not let them bring me down anymore."
     The music is acoustic-guitar based, with quiet electric guitars and traditional stringed instruments.  The album is a musical and lyrical masterpiece, a unit where all the songs complement each other.  Because of this perfect cohesion, I am surprised they re-released this album and just stuck another song on it, "There She Goes."  That is not on the original album, the one I have.  I can't imagine it fitting onto the album in any way.
     By now you've probably heard their song "Kiss Me" on the radio, in restaurants, and grocery stores countless times.  But they're not a one-hit wonder, nor are they a hit-focused group.  This is an ALBUM, a complete thought in 12 songs.  Outstanding musicianship.

VARIOUS ARTISTS:  MOMS LIKE US TOO (1999, Christian)

     I got this album late in the year, so I may not have used up my listenings of it yet.  Because I've struck out on so many albums as of late--buying things I was sure I'd like and it turned out I didn't--I decided to start buying some samplers to figure out what I'm in the mood for these days.  Of the samplers I bought in 1999, this was my favorite.
     This is a sample of artists from the BEC label, and at $4 for 22 songs, it's a great deal.  BEC has a lot of ska bands, so the album has lots of ska/punk/swing--OC Supertones, The Dingees, One Eighty, Value Pac, Swing Praise, and Not For The Crowd.   It also includes long-time technopop group Joy Electric (they seem to have a following, but I think they're terribly lacking in talent); a heavy rock/rap group,  Project 86, that kind of reminds me of Rage Against The Machine;  Fold Zandura, a group that made my 1998 best-of album list; and Pep Squad and Plankeye, two alternative bands.  
     Right now ska and swing seem to be THE BIG THING in Christian music.  Ska is a music I have never disliked, but it has never grabbed my musical heart either.  So I enjoy listening to the ska/punk songs in this collection, but they don't grab me like, say, Viva Voce or Massivivid.
     But here's where a sampler album can help:  there is one exception:  the group One Eighty.  Unlike all other ska/punk/swing groups, this one DOES capture my musical heart.  I have played their two songs over and over and over; recently I have finally had a chance to get their album (you may see it on the 2000 list).  This group is so cheerful, every vocal just radiates with sheer delight.
     A group I barely knew existed until I got this sampler album is Bon Voyage.  This is "J Lee music" all the way...I can hardly wait to get their album.  It will fit well with Morella's Forest, Viva Voce, and Royal.
     So, this album is something enjoyable to listen to as a whole, and it also introduced me to One Eighty and Bon Voyage.
     (This album is available from BMG.)

PASSION '98:  MUSIC FOR THE 268 GENERATION  (1998, Christian: Praise & Worship)

     This is a live recording of the worship portion of some large event where college students gathered together (the "268" refers to Isaiah 26:8).  Many of the songs are very popular in churches--"Every Move I Make," "I Could Sing Of Your Love Forever," "Sweet Mercies," etc., but these guys do them better than any other recordings I've heard.  "Passion" is the perfect word to describe this album--they worship with passion, for sure!  The guitar mix is great, not subdued as in most praise & worship albums.  You can bet I am planning to also get the Passion '99 album, which is out now.
     (Available from BMG and Columbia House)

TRANSGLOBAL UNDERGROUND:  PSYCHIC KARAOKE  (1996, Secular)

     I got this on a $1.99 clearance sale, buying it "blind."  Definitely worth it.  Awesome.  This group mixes sounds from all over the world and puts them together in ways you would never imagine working.  The music is basically trance-dance with world beat influence.  Imagine Arabic singing over Japanese instruments, propelled by a gentle dance beat.  It's totally cool!  So fresh sounding!  Beautiful and awesome music.

VARIOUS ARTISTS:  ELECTRAPOP  (1998, Christian)

     It was through this album that I discovered Massivivid, although the version of "Fleshwound" is an electronic dance mix rather than the album original.  Also on this set is a new song by the group whose album was #1 in my 1997 list, Aleixa.  Their song "Purge" is also on the just-released second album of Aleixa (I don't have that yet, but I heard it at the Christian bookstore).   Two other tracks on this album that stand out are "Sun" by Virus, a beautiful, dreamy tune with a sound comparable to Bon Voyage, and "I Heard" by Kaboing, a melodic Eurodisco dance tune.  The general sound of the album is the rubbery-electronic Eurodisco of the mid-to-late 1980s, or the electronic-alternative dance sound of the 1980s, a la New Order and Depeche Mode.  More minor keys and dark mood than cheerful Eurodisco sound.  Also, more of a technopop sound than actually danceable music.  A nice collection when you're in the mood for this type of thing.  17 artists.
     (Available from BMG)

     So there it is, my Top Ten of 1999.  From my 1998 list, I had a hard time deciding whether to put Miss Angie or Broomtree at #2, but finally put Miss Angie at #2 and Broomtree at #3.  But it turned out that in 1999 I listened to Broomtree more than Miss Angie.  Both artists have new albums out.  I just got Miss Angie's second album a few weeks ago, and I am definitely planning to get Broomtree's second album, so you may see those on the 2000 list.   
     Since this is the end of a decade and a century, I want to do some more lists--greatest of the 1990s, my favorites of all time (since doing "Greatest of the Century" would be a bit too much since I only lived 40% of it).  If you get tired of them, of course you don't have to read them--that's the beauty of e-mail.  If I was telling you in person.....
     Since I love music so much, I would be glad to hear of your favorites of 1999, or the 1990s, or of all time.  
